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Abstract
From Ukraine’s independence in 1991 to Russia’s full-fledged invasion of Ukrainian territory in 2022, the European Union’s (EU) international involvement in Kyiv’s nuclear status can be characterized from an elusive and marginal common policy in the sphere of nuclear disarmament to an ‘unassuming’ common and coherent non-proliferation policy. During this period, Brussels relied on Washington to take the lead. In this context, my objective is to describe what was and is the role of the EU in Ukraine’s nuclear status. The EU’s involvement (even if marginal) can be analysed into two distinct timeframes. First, I propose to study the role of the EU during the period between the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the complete dismantlement of nuclear weapons in Ukraine after the signature of the so-called Budapest Memorandum. Second, I examine the EU efforts to promote non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament agenda between two critical junctures: 2014 Russia’s covert invasion of eastern Ukraine and 2022 Moscow’s full-fledged invasion of Ukraine territory. In the end, I also scrutinize the effects of these two major events on the current European security and nuclear order.
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Resumo
Desde a independência da Ucrânia em 1991 até a invasão em larga escala do território ucraniano por parte da Rússia em 2022, o envolvimento internacional da União Europeia (UE) na postura ¹. This article draws partially upon an earlier version of a section of my Ph.D. thesis entitled The EU’s foreign policy in the field of nuclear disarmament: how does it work and why does it often not work? which I successfully defended, on 12 July 2022, at the European University Institute in Florence, Italy.
nuclear de Kiev pode ser caracterizado como partindo de uma política comum vaga e marginal na esfera do desarmamento para uma política comum ‘despretensiosa’ e coerente de não-proliferação nuclear. Durante este período, Bruxelas contou com Washington para assumir a liderança desse processo. Neste contexto, o meu objetivo é descrever qual foi e é o papel da UE na postura nuclear da Ucrânia. Assim sendo, proponho que o envolvimento da UE (mesmo que marginal) pode ser analisado em dois períodos distintos. Em primeiro lugar, estudo o papel da UE durante o período entre a dissolução da União Soviética e o desmantelamento completo das armas nucleares na Ucrânia depois da assinatura do chamado Memorando de Budapeste. Em segundo lugar, examino os esforços da UE para promover a não-proliferação e a agenda de desarmamento nuclear entre os dois momentos críticos da história recente ucraniana: por um lado, a da invasão encoberta da Rússia ao leste da Ucrânia em 2014, e, por outro lado, a invasão total ao território ucraniano por parte de Moscou em 2022. No fim, examino também os efeitos desses eventos para a atual ordem nuclear e de segurança europeia.
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Introduction

When the Soviet Union disintegrated in 1991, the three newly independent states of Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine inherited a considerable number of nuclear weapons in their territory. Ukraine effectively became the third largest nuclear-armed state, with some 5,000 Soviet nuclear warheads stationed on its territory as well as a large number of intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). Despite Kyiv’s initial commitment to become a non-nuclear weapons state (NNWS), it proceeded along a difficult path toward the accession of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (hereafter the NPT) (Budjeryn, 2015, 2022).

On December 5, 1994, with the signature of the ‘Memorandum on Security Assurances in Connection with Ukraine’s Accession to the NPT’ in Budapest (Hungary) between Ukraine and three NPT depositary states (United States, Russia, and the United Kingdom), the debate on Kyiv’s claim to own these weapons faded. The document uttered that the Ukrainians accepted

---

2. The Soviet Union had roughly 39,000 nuclear weapons near the time of its dissolution, spread across the 11 time zones of its republics. According to Siegfried S. Hecker (2016a, p. 35), former director of Los Alamos National Laboratory, “most of the weapons were in the Russian Federation, but significant stockpiles were left in the now independent countries of Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus”. Furthermore, “its huge nuclear complex of some 60 sites with 10 dedicated closed cities and hundreds of facilities had produced nearly 1.4 million kilograms of fissile materials, namely, plutonium and enriched uranium, that could fuel nuclear weapons” (Ibid). Thus, Hecker estimates that “the combined military and civilian nuclear complex employed one million people” (Ibid).

3. At the time of its independence in 1991, Ukraine’s arsenal consisted of 176 ICBMs (130 liquid-fuelled SS-19 and 46 solid-fuelled SS-24 missiles), 44 strategic bombers armed with AS-15 cruise missiles, about 2,200 nuclear warheads to arm these strategic delivery vehicles, as well as over 2,600 tactical nuclear weapons (Budjeryn, 2015, p. 204).

4. France and China, the other two UNSC members, did not participate in the Memorandum, although they pledged similar security negative assurances separately to Ukraine (but also to Belarus and Kazakhstan) in a bilateral format (Budjeryn, 2014, p. 4). On 5 December 1994, France reaffirmed “towards Ukraine, as a… [NNWS] party to the NPT, its declaration made towards…[NNWS]that are committed to remain so not to use nuclear weapons against them except in the case of an aggression conducted in association or in alliance with one or several…[NWS] against France or a state with which it has a security arrangement” (UN Institute for Disarmament Research, 2018). While China, in a letter dated 12 December 1994 from its Permanent Mission
to renounce nuclear weapons with the security assurance, given by the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) permanent members, that its sovereignty and territorial integrity were respected (United Nations, 1994, p. 2). Ukraine's part of the pledge was fulfilled in July 1996, when the last nuclear warhead left Ukraine's territory to Russia for dismantlement. This pledge was concluded in 1996 when Ukraine settled the return of all Soviet-era nuclear warheads to Russia for its complete elimination as part of the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) program (Hecker, 2016a).

However, first, due to the annexation of Crimea and the subsequent war in eastern Ukraine in 2014, some countries, mainly the United States (hereafter the U.S.) and other North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) members, argued that Moscow's disrespect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine is a direct violation of the so-called Budapest Memorandum of 1994 (e.g., Budjeryn, 2018; Kühn, 2018b, Yost, 2015). Second, on February 24, 2022, Moscow's full-fledged invasion of Ukraine marked a critical challenge to European security and deepened Russia's breach of the Budapest Memorandum (Vicente, 2022a, 2022b). Hence, despite a renewed public and academic discussion regarding Ukraine's nuclear status, the country remains until today committed to the NPT regime as an NNWS.

About the European Union's (EU) international involvement in Ukraine's nuclear status, it to the UN addressed to the Secretary-General, maintained the view that “under no circumstances will China use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against… [NNWS or Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zones, NWFZ]. This principled position also applies to Ukraine” (UN General Assembly, 1994).

5. Unlike security guarantees, which have a legally binding force (e.g., NATO's nuclear umbrella), and despite repeated calls by a number of NNWS, (negative) security assurances have no universal legally-binding force since there is not a treaty or resolution containing the concept. With exception of Protocols to NWFZ (e.g., Tlatelolco Treaty) which are (geographically limited) legally binding instruments. In the context of the NPT framework, this circumstance undermines a sense of security for states like Ukraine that have renounced nuclear weapons and reinforces the idea that nuclear weapon states can deter aggression and increase security. Nonetheless, the Budapest Memorandum also included some language taken from the UN Charter and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Final Act, which of course was legally binding.

6. The significance for Ukraine was a security assurance from the U.S. against a possible violation by Russia. Even though, formally, the Budapest Memorandum was signed by the NPT depositary states.

7. The CTR, known as the Nunn-Lugar program after its U.S. Senate sponsors Sam Nunn (D-GA) and Richard Lugar (R-IN), was created, through the passage of the Soviet Threat Reduction Act in November 1991, for the purpose of securing and dismantling nuclear weapons and their associated infrastructure inherited by former Soviet states Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan after the Soviet Union’s collapse. The Nunn-Lugar program provided technical assistance for the transportation of warheads (in this instance the assistance went to Russia, 12th Glavnoye Upravleniye Ministerstvo Obronny (GUMO), for Kevlar blankets and special rail cars). Ukraine received assistance for the demolition of missiles, silos, etc. So, Nunn-Lugar supported the execution of the nuclear deal, but the complete elimination of nuclear arms was not per se mandated as part of the Nunn-Lugar. This was agreed upon in the START/Lisbon protocol/presidential letters attached, Trilateral Statement and finally Budapest Memorandum.

8. The EU has undergone multiple designations over its history, reflecting its dynamic development and expanding scope. It originated as the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951 and transformed into the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1957. Later, in 1986, it was renamed the European Community (EC). Ultimately, on November 1, 1993, the EU was officially formed following the signing of the Maastricht Treaty in 1992. This pivotal treaty marked the transition to the EU designation, formalizing its establishment and initiating a new phase of European integration as well as new common foreign policy. These changes in designation signify the progressive deepening of integration and the widening of policy areas within the EU, contributing to its multifaceted nature as a supranational entity. In the context of this article, the term “EU” will be used, hereafter, as a general reference encompassing all designations associated with the organization throughout its history, providing a unified framework for discussion.
can be characterized from an elusive and marginal common policy in the sphere of disarmament, between 1991 and 1996, to an ‘unassuming’ and precarious common and coherent non-proliferation policy, after Russia invades Ukraine. In both timeframes, the EU had relied on the U.S. to take the lead. Thus, since there was not a clear Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) in the field of nuclear disarmament in the past (when Ukraine possessed nuclear weapons), and despite today’s particularly strong emphasis on the non-proliferation policy element (rather than on disarmament), Brussels failed to seek Russia’s assurance that it would refrain from any threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or sovereignty of Ukraine under the Budapest Memorandum on security assurances, in connection with Ukraine’s accession to the NPT as an NNWS.

In the context of this article, my objective is to describe what was and is the role of the EU, even if inexistent or seeming unassertive, on Ukraine’s nuclear status. The EU’s involvement (even if marginal) can be analyzed into two distinct and historical moments. First, I propose to study the role of the EU during the period between the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the complete dismantlement of nuclear weapons in Ukraine. Second, I examine the EU efforts to promote non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament agenda between the two critical junctures of 2014 Russia’s covert invasion of eastern Ukraine and 2022 Moscow’s full-fledged invasion of Ukraine territory, but I also scrutinize the effects of these two major events to the current European security and nuclear order.


Since Ukraine's independence in 1991, there was an unstable socio-economic situation, and the legal framework that would regulate issues related to safety and security was also absent. Under such conditions, illegal acts involving nuclear or radioactive materials in the Ukrainian territory increased significantly (Kuzmyak and Kravtsov, 2012). As a result, the EU showed its interest primarily in the physical protection of nuclear facilities and materials of the former Soviet states, which would lead to the establishment of the European Community’s Technical Assistance for the Commonwealth of Independent States (TACIS). Brussels was more concerned in that period about the energy aspects of nuclear safety, mostly generated by the fears of the 1986 Chornobyl disaster. Yet, hither and thither, the EU tackled the issue of nuclear disarmament in Ukraine through Common Statements.

First, under its fragile European Political Co-operation (EPC) framework, the EU and its member states, in the statement on the “recognition of former Soviet republics” of 31 December 1991, expressed their readiness to proceed with recognition based on the assurances received and on the understanding that all republics, including Ukraine, “on whose territory nuclear weapons are stationed”, will adhere shortly to the NPT as NNWS (European Parliament, 1992a).

This pledge was followed by guarantees of technical support in dismantling these weapons in

---

9. Vladimir Aleksandrovich Afanasiev (2016, p. 271), a nuclear designer at the Russian Federal Nuclear Center-All-Russian Research Institute of Experimental Physics (VNIIE), in Sarov, argued that “the 1986 Chernobyl tragedy in Ukraine, caused by human factors, made us realize the danger of nuclear weapons located outside the Russian nuclear weapons complex”.

10. The EPC was introduced in 1970 and was the synonym for EU foreign policy coordination until it was superseded by the CFSP in the Maastricht Treaty of November 1993.
Ukraine. Thus, in the context of various Common Statements, at the EPC Ministerial Meeting in Lisbon, on 17 February 1992, the EU agreed “to convey to the authorities of the countries of the former Soviet Union their readiness to render any appropriate technical support they may need to eliminate nuclear weapons and to establish an effective non-proliferation system” (European Parliament, 1993). This objective was allured one month before in Strasbourg, when former Foreign Portuguese Minister João Deus Pinheiro, at the time representing the Presidency of the European Union, during a parliamentary debate, assured that eliminating the stockpile of nuclear armaments in the former Soviet Union states was:

a matter of concern not just to the countries of the European Community, but to virtually the entire international community, including the states that have emerged from the break-up of the Soviet Union itself. The declarations and undertakings that have so far been made by the authorities of the various states are, in my opinion, encouraging. They represent a step in the right direction, but a variety of technical and practical measures also need to be implemented. For this reason, we welcome the fact that the... [U.S.] is granting nearly USD 400 million to finance the dismantling of strategic nuclear weapons. We believe that similar steps will have to be taken about tactical nuclear weapons. Furthermore, it might be necessary to send experts on both the civilian and the military uses of nuclear power to the former Soviet Union, shortly, to work together with the various local authorities to ensure nuclear safety (European Parliament, 1992b).

Moreover, under point 17.3 of the joint conclusions of the second institutionalized ministerial meeting between then the European Community and the Rio Group in Santiago de Chile, held on 28 and 29 May 1992, Brussels promoted and reinforced the EU’s commitment toward disarmament, by urging Ukraine and the other two former-Soviet states (Belarus and Kazakhstan):

…to accede to the non-proliferation regime as...[NNWS]. [Rio Group and EU Member States] ...welcomed the completion of the transfer to Russia of short-range nuclear weapons, as announced recently, before their dismantlement. The Ministers also welcomed the signature in Lisbon on 23 May by the United States, Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine to an agreement on the implementation of START (Council, 1992).

In this sense, there was a notion at that time, in which the EU officials presumed that Ukraine was prepared to accept the treaties and abide by existing arms reduction agreements, such as the NPT and Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START). However, the situation on the ground was quite different.

In one way, Mariana Budjeryn (2014, 2018, 2022), a leading scholar on Ukraine’s nuclear disarmament, contended that one of the most controversial issues with the NPT was Kyiv’s claim to ownership of its nuclear inheritance as a successor state of the Soviet Union. This claim, “more than any other issue, complicated the process of its nuclear disarmament,” argued Budjeryn (2015, p. 212).

From another standpoint, Nikolai Sokov (2013, p. 89), a former Russian diplomat and a pro-

---

11. Considering the Common Statements of 16, 23, and 31 December 1991 and of 15 January 1992, the EU and its Member States made the question of nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament a particular issue in their dealings with the countries of the former Soviet Union.

12. The Rio Group is an association of 23 Latin American countries that seek, among other foreign policy issues, prevention of the introduction of WMD in Latin America and the Caribbean.

13. The START is basically an agreement for nuclear arms reduction between the U.S. and Russia and establishes a limit on deployed strategic warheads.
minent scholar on nuclear non-proliferation, defended that during the period of uncertainty, from January 1990 to May 1992, Moscow also encountered in Ukraine a situation of loss of control over its nuclear weapons, which was translated into the "risk that elements of the state mechanism with ultimate right and responsibility to use nuclear weapons (for example, the head of state) might lose these prerogatives". These prerogatives included the breakdown and the penetration of the command-and-control systems. Ultimately the reality was that: Ukrainians did not have operational control nor the ability to use these weapons (or political motivation).

The academic debate about this issue has been critical to interpreting Ukraine's de facto operational control over its inherited nuclear weapons. As Robert Norris (2014), Senior Fellow for Nuclear Policy at the Federation of American Scientists, sustained:

Ukraine was never a nuclear power. Ukraine did have several thousand soviet/Russian warheads deployed within its borders, but the button [command and control] was always in Moscow. The weapons systems were guarded and manned by Russians. Ukraine had no operational control over them or any way to launch or fire them. Had the Ukrainians tried to seize the missiles, bombers or warheads, there would have been a bloody confrontation with the Russian military.

Nikolai Sokov (2013, pp. 90-91) added that “officers in control of some strategic delivery vehicles in Ukraine took the oath of allegiance to Ukraine, which gave the government of that country a capability to use these assets, although reportedly not the capability to arm weapons”. Furthermore, Polina Sinovets (personal communication, July 19, 2022), head of the Odesa Center for Nonproliferation, argues that historical documents sustain that “Ukraine military had not the command and control over tactical soviet-nuclear weapons in Ukraine but if they wanted, they could as there were no blocking mechanisms on tactical nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union”.

In this context, unlike John Mearsheimer’s (1993) case for a Ukrainian nuclear deterrent, nonproliferation scholars such as Maria Rost Rublee (2015), Associate Professor of International Relations at Monash University, deconstructed the notion that Ukraine would retain some kind of deterrent power if it would manage to keep its former Soviet nuclear weapons. Her argument relied on technical inadequacies, political-military risks, and strategic unreliability of those Soviet nuclear weapons inherited by Ukraine. In addition, Steve Miller (1993), Director of the International Security Program at Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer Center, in his case against a Ukrainian nuclear deterrent explained that even if those weapons had a deterrent effect by no means would prevent entirely the spectrum of armed conflict or nuclear war.

Second, with the entering into force of the 1992 Maastricht Treaty, the EU gained full CFSP competencies. Thus, under the CFSP, the EU did two things until the end of 1996. On the one hand, following the submission of the START I/Lisbon package to the Ukrainian Parliament (Verkhovna Rada) in November 1992, the EU’s foreign policy in the field of nuclear disarmament was essentially coherent in paying ‘lip service’ to the U.S. diplomacy in supporting the dismantlement of nuclear weapons in Ukraine. Brussels had a common voice but did not have a voice of its own.

On the other hand, the EU continued to support TACIS programs and its nuclear safety agenda, which was invaluable and complementary to the US-Russia dismantlement policy (essentially under the auspices of the Presidential Nuclear Initiatives of George H. W. Bush and the
congressional Nunn-Lugar CTR program) in the former Soviet states, including Ukraine. By 1996, Kyiv completed the elimination of its nuclear weapons and transferred all other Soviet-era strategic warheads to Russia.

2. EU efforts to promote non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament goals in Ukraine (2014-Present)

Since the 2014 annexation of Crimea and the subsequent war in Ukraine, military tensions between NATO and Russia are steaming. The Russian covert operation is a direct violation of the 1994 Budapest Memorandum in which Moscow, along with the U.S. and the United Kingdom, agreed to respect the independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity of Ukraine. As mentioned, a key element in securing Kyiv’s agreement to transfer all Soviet-era nuclear warheads to Russia for elimination (Yost, 2015). In addition, Moscow’s nuclear weapons policies play an important role in the renewed confrontation (Kühn, 2018a, p. 738). This situation places an uncomfortable focus on the value of the security assurances pledged to Ukraine by the nuclear powers in exchange for its denuclearization (Sinovets and Budjeryn, 2018).

Moreover, “Russia’s actions have also damaged the further integrity of these so-called negative security guarantees, which nuclear weapon states (NWS) provide to NNWS in exchange for the latter respecting their non-nuclear obligations under the NPT” and has also contributed to weakening the global nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament regime (Kühn, 2018a, p. 738). As a result, the continuing tug-of-war between US/NATO and Russia over Ukraine heightened the deterioration of the Euro-Atlantic security environment and the advent of a new nuclear arms race.

As far as Europe is concerned, the crisis in Ukraine “has given way to Russian nuclear saber-rattling through not just rhetoric but also the deployment of short-range nuclear-capable missiles to the Russian exclave of Kaliningrad”, which borders two EU member states: Poland and Lithuania (Rapnouil et al., 2018, p. 2). A setting that poses considerable security imbalances to the post-Cold War stability in Europe.

In response, with the approval of the European Council on 20 March 2014, Brussels strongly condemned at first the illegal annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol by the Russian Federation (European Council, 2014). Since then, the EU has adopted a strict non-recognition policy regarding illegal annexation. This policy led to substantive sanctions against Russia and the EU’s association agreement (final) negotiations with Ukraine. Regarding the latter, and in the context of Russia’s violation of the 1994 Budapest Memorandum, the EU is politically engaged in making sure that Kyiv would not obtain nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass destruction (WMD).

Thus, when the Association Agreement between the EU (including EURATOM and its Member States), and Ukraine was signed on 29 March 2014, which entered into force on 1 September

---

14. Ukraine received extensive assistance to dismantle and eliminate ICBMs, ICBM silos, heavy bombers, and cruise missiles from the American-funded CTR Program. ICBM silos were destroyed by 2002, ICBMs were dismantled or transferred to Russia, and heavy bombers were eliminated by 2001 (Cirincione, et al., 2005, p. 373).

15. According to Hecker (2016b, p. 408), these recent events in Ukraine, which have “unraveled post-Cold War peace and stability on the European continent, make Russia’s nuclear pronouncements and its actions more problematic”. For example, in this context, he argues that “Russia views its tactical nuclear weapons as ensuring the freedom of action Moscow wishes to exercise in its near-abroad, including Eastern Europe” (Ibid).
2017, the parties agreed under Article 11 of the Agreement to include the following WMD or non-proliferation clause:

The Parties consider that the proliferation of...[WMD], related materials, and their means of delivery, to both state and non-state actors, represents one of the most serious threats to international stability and security. The Parties, therefore, agree to cooperate and to contribute to countering the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction [including nuclear weapons], related materials and their means of delivery through full compliance with, and national implementation of, their existing obligations under international disarmament and non-proliferation treaties and agreements and other relevant international obligations. The Parties agree that this provision constitutes an essential element of this Agreement.

In 2020, despite the EEAS Special Envoy for Disarmament and Non-proliferation holding continuous non-proliferation and disarmament dialogue meetings with Kyiv, neither the last Annual Progress Report on the implementation of the EU WMD Strategy nor the most recent Association Implementation Report on Ukraine does not have references to any nuclear weapons activities in Ukraine (Council, 2022b; European Commission and HR/VP, 2022). It is unclear if the absence of references is due to the non-existence of activities or to the lack of implementation of the agreement's conditionality obligations.

It is clear, however, that threat perceptions by EU member states, especially the ones with historical ties and geographical proximity to Moscow, have increased after Russia's military aggression against Ukraine, which had an impact on the decision-making (national security) policy of those countries and therefore on EU's foreign policy as well (Vicente, 2022c). It is evidenced by the coincidence between the rise in European defense budgets and Russia's war on Ukraine (Rapnouil et al., 2018; Bruno and Cozzolino, 2022).

Russia's threat to use nuclear weapons in the context of its war on Ukraine has been a stark reminder that this threat is real (Immenkamp, 2022). In the first ten weeks of the military campaign, Moscow issued around 20 nuclear signals (Arndt and Horovitz, 2022). Nuclear weapons were central to Russia's war on Ukraine from the outset. As a result, we can note that Moscow's full-fledged invasion of Ukraine inflicted a major wound on the current nuclear order (e.g., Vicente, 2022a; Mecklin, 2022, Bollfrass and Herzog, 2022). First, it weakened the NPT regime. Second, it increased the likelihood of the use of nuclear weapons (e.g., Giovannini, 2022; Talmadge, 2022; Cirincione, 2022).

As far as the EU is concerned, despite Russia's war on Ukraine, Brussels remains a non-proliferation actor (not a nuclear deterrent one) that supports the NPT as the cornerstone of the global nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation regime (Vicente, 2018, 2022b).

As an NPT regime guarantor, the EU supports the idea that nuclear proliferation is potentially the greatest threat to international and European security, requiring a concerted and multilateral response (Council, 2003, 2022a). For example, confronted with new proliferation challenges emerging from Russia's invasion of Ukraine and its direct impact on the stability and security of Europe, the 2022 EU's Strategic Compass reiterated the EU commitment to preserving the disarmament, non-proliferation, and arms control architecture by supporting the centrality of the NPT and all obligations under it “in a way that promotes international stability, peace, and security” (Council, 2022a).

Conclusion
All things considered, while Moscow’s invasion of Crimea and Donbas back in 2014 was a first opportunity for Europeans to confront Russia along with the resultant violation of the 1994 Budapest Memorandum pledged to Kyiv in exchange for denuclearization, the EU post-2014 policy in the field of nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation towards Ukraine was ambivalent. Initially, there was an EU unstructured and non-coherent (common) position due to its member states’ diverse threat perceptions regarding Russia.

However, 24 February 2022 marked a critical and deeply disturbing challenge to the current NPT regime and European security architecture with the Russian invasion of Ukraine (Vicente, 2022a). More than a shift in Europe’s security environment, which is already reshaping the nuclear order, the war in Ukraine is also a turning point in Brussels’ approach toward Moscow (Loss, 2022; Vicente, 2022b).

Presently, it appears to be a once-in-a-lifetime unity and coherence among Europeans in support of economic sanctions against Moscow, a renewed appetite for military and defence, advocacy for an exceptional humanitarian and refugee policy (at least within the EU), as well as unprecedented solidarity toward the Ukrainian people. As a result, there is a common position on the EU’s foreign policy to uphold the NPT’s nuclear security risks posed by Russia-Ukraine quarrels around Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Station, but the EU responses in the field of nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation toward Ukraine remain somewhat ambivalent. A foreign policy that, however, lacks resources or means to supervise the advent of a potential pursuit of nuclear weapons on behalf of Ukraine.
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